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Pr porseEestimony of DEA Acting
_.. _'Administrator Francis Mullen

The proposed testimony of DEA Acting Administrator Francis
Mullen, to be given tomorrow, December 14, before the
Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judiciary Committee, has
been submitted for your review. The testimony covers opium
and heroin production, processing, and trafficking in the
Golden Triangle area of Southeast Asia. It reviews the
growing of opium in communist-controlled northern Burma, its
processing into heroin under the protection of the insurgent
Shan United Army along the Thai-Burmese border, and the
trafficking patterns that bring it into the United States.
The testimony discusses DEA's intelligence and support role
abroad, and the difficulties of mounting law enforcement
activities against the hill tribes and the insurgent groups
involved in the Golden Triangle heroin traffic. The
testimony also covers new efforts to pierce the financial
structures funding the heroin flow. It concludes by noting
the Attorney General's recent trip and suggesting that both
that trip and the recent trip of a Congressional delegation
led by Congressman Hughes (who will be chairing the hearing)
were constructive.

I have no objection to the proposed testimony. Based on my
personal experience with raiding Asian heroin processing
plants (see attached photograph), the testimony is accurate -, /

Page 10 was inadvertently omitted in the testimony sent to Cp
us, and is being forwarded, but in view of the imminence of
the testimony, I thought it best to submit this memorandum
without delay. I will let you know if page 10 contains
anything controversial.
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FROM: JOHN G. ROBERTS m

SUBJECT: Proposed Testimony of DEA Acting
Administrator Francis Mullen

The proposed testimony of DEA Acting Administrator Francis
Mullen, to be given tomorrow, December 14, before the
Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judiciary Committee, has
been submitted for your review. The testimony covers opium
and heroin production, processing, and trafficking in the
Golden Triangle area of Southeast Asia. It reviews the
growing of opium in communist-controlled northern Burma, its
processing into heroin under the protection of the insurgent
Shan United Army along the Thai-Burmese border, and the
trafficking patterns that bring it into the United States.
The testimony discusses DEA's intelligence and support role
abroad, and the difficulties of mounting law enforcement
activities against the hill tribes and the insurgent groups
involved in the Golden Trianale heroin traffic. The
testimony also covers new efforts to pierce the financial
structures funding the heroin flow. It concludes by noting
the Attornev Gereral's recent trip and suggesting that both
that trip and the recent trip of a. Congressional delegation
led by Congressman Hughes (who will be chairing the hearina)
were constructive.

I have nc objection to the proposed testimony. Based on mv
personal experience with raiding Asian heroin processina
plants (see attached photograph), the testimony is accurate.

Page 10 was inadvertently omitted in the testimony sent to
us, and is being forwarded, but in view of the imminence of
the testimony, I thought it best to submit this memorandum
without delay. I will let you know if page 10 contains
anything controversial.
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